
IMPORTANT RISK DISCLOSURE 

Futures and forex trading is complex and carries the risk of substantial losses. It is not suitable 

for all investors. The ability to withstand losses and to adhere to a particular trading program in 

spite of trading losses are material points which can adversely affect investor returns. 

The returns for trading systems listed on the iSystems Platform are hypothetical in that they 

represent returns in a model account. The model account rises or falls by the average single 

contract profit and loss achieved by clients trading actual money pursuant to the listed system’s 

trading signals on the appropriate dates (client fills), or if no actual client profit or loss available 

–by the hypothetical single contract profit and loss of trades generated by the system’s trading 

signals on that day in real time (real-time) less slippage, or if no real time profit or loss available 

–by the hypothetical single contract profit and loss of trades generated by running the system 

logic backwards on backadjusted data (backadjusted). 

The hypothetical model account begins with the initial capital level listed, and is reset to that 

amount each month. The percentage returns reflect inclusion of commissions, fees, slippage, 

and the cost of the system. The monthly cost of the system is subtracted from the net 

profit/loss prior to calculating the percentage return. 

If and when a trading system has an open trade, the returns are marked to market on a daily 

basis, using the backadjusted data available on the day the computer backtest was performed 

for backtested trades, and the closing price of the then front month contract for real time and 

client fill trades. For a trade which spans months, therefore, the gain or loss for the month 

ending with an open trade is the marked to market gain or loss (the month end price minus the 

entry price, and vice versa for short trades). 

The actual percentage gains/losses experienced by investors will vary depending on many 

factors, including, but not limited to: starting account balances, market behavior, the duration 

and extent of investor’s participation (whether or not all signals are taken) in the specified 

system and money management techniques. Because of this, actual percentage gains/losses 

experienced by investors may be materially different than the percentage gains/losses as 

presented on this website. 

Please read carefully the CFTC required disclaimer regarding hypothetical results below. 

HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF 

WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT 

WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN; IN FACT, THERE 

ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND 

THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. 

ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OFHYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY 

AREGENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL 

TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN 

COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK OF ACTUAL TRADING. FOR 



EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING 

PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADINGLOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY 

AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHERFACTORS RELATED TO THE 

MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM 

WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL 

PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT TRADING RESULTS.  

The information contained in the reports within this site is provided with the objective of 

“standarizing” trading systems account performance and is intended for informational purposes 

only. It should not be viewed as a solicitation for the referenced system or vendor. While the 

information and statistics within this website are believed to be complete and accurate, we 

cannot guarantee their completeness or accuracy. As past performance does not guarantee 

future results, these results may have no bearing on, and may not be indicative of, any 

individual returns realized through participation in this or any other investment. 
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General Overview  

The iSystems platform is an easy to operate web based program which gives you total control to track, 

activate and deactivate automated trading solutions.  While the iSystems platform gives you total 

control over subscriptions, you are more than welcome to call us and get all the necessary assistance 

covering all the functionalities that iSystems offers.  

The performance - whether hypothetical, tracked or live is extracted based on the algorithm code 

delivered by the developer.  The performance is NOT delivered by the developer, and this is done to 

avoid conflicts of interest to “hype” performance. Variables such as subscriptions, commissions, and 

potential slippage is added to give the customer full transparency.  

There are 3 stages to tracking the iSystems: Hypothetical, Tracked and Live where actual trades have 

been executed.  For systems that are trading live, you will have the ability to see whether the 

hypothetical model matches the real results, specifically: Yearly gains, losses, average gain and average 

losses.  

There is a substantial risk of loss in futures trading. Past performance is not indicative of future 

results.  

What is Backtesting? 

Becktesting is just what it sounds like. Observing how a system would have performed going ‘back’ in 

the past, using historical prices to see when a system would have gotten in and gotten out, bought and 

sold, been stopped out, and so forth. By running the system backwards in time, an investor can compile 

all the different trades and calculate how much the system would have made and lost month by month, 



year by year – and from there calculate the statistics such as annual return and maximum drawdown 

and volatility and so forth we all use to gauge a model’s abilities. On the iSystems platform, every 

model, every model is backtested as far back as possible, ranging from 2001 to 2007, and shows in the 

equity curve graph and monthly performance table with a white background. 

What is Forward Testing? 

Forward testing involves testing the system to see how it reacts and how the code works in real time, on 
real live data. Not that we don’t trust computers… but we don’t. Who knows what sort of 1s and 0s 
could have swapped places and put some weird results into our back tested results.  Better to see the 
thing working in real time to confirm that the risk controls are as they should be, that the algorithm can 
handle the live data feed, and so forth. 

On the iSystems platform, whenever a system is approved and added to the platform, forward testing 
begins. This out of sample test can help confirm the effectiveness of the trading strategy on today’s 
market climate and expose any problems inherent in the code. The forward testing shows in the equity 
curve graph and monthly performance table with a peach background. 

 
(Disclaimer: Hypothetical Model Account Performance) 

 

Does iSystem track Live Trading? 

Yes, the iSystem platform tracks the actual fill prices for every client trading a particular system, then 
averages all of those prices to arrive at an average fill price, which it then uses to calculate the 
hypothetical profit or loss on a model account (an account starting at $20,000, for example). But that’s 
not all – the platform actually shows investors all of the good and bad fills too, listing the worst fill price 
and best fill price across all clients; and lists that side by side with the forward testing price (the price the 
computer ‘thought’ it was filled at). While they’re usually pretty close, there can be times where they 
are quite far apart too… the important part is having that data point, and being able to see how the live 
trading is tracking the backtest and forward test. The live trading shows in the equity curve graph and 
monthly performance table with a green background. 



 
(Disclaimer: Hypothetical Model Account Performance) 

So the systems show real money fills? 

Yes, the iSystems platform tracks the buy and sell prices (the ‘fills’) for each and every user for each and 

every trading strategy on the platform, showing subscribers the best fill price received, worst received, 

and average price across all accounts following a trading strategy. No more questioning if what you see 

on the website is what you’ll get. Users are guaranteed to be within the best and worst prices, and while 

sometimes you may get the best price, and sometimes the worst – more often than not you will be right 

around the average price due to the orders being sent in random order, resulting in actual performance 

over time lining up with what you see on the platform. 

How does iSystems combine backtesting, forward testing and live trading 

results? 

iSystems puts the back test, the forward test, and the live trading fills onto one composite track record – 
with the different fill environments highlighted different colors to quickly and easily see the differences 
on the equity curve chart. It creates one track record containing all three types of fills. 

It uses the Live Trading results to calculate monthly returns for any month in which any client, at any 
firm, is trading the system for the entire month. If there’s no client trading it in real time, it uses the 
forward testing, what it calls the tracked fills,  for those months in which there are no client fills that 
month, or for the entire month. Finally, iSystems uses backtested fills (what it calls computer generated 
fills) for those months occurring before the system was loaded onto the iSystems trade servers. The 
resulting track record and monthly results are hypothetical in that they represent returns in a model 
account. The model account rises or falls by the single contract profit and loss achieved by the system in 
whichever data set is available, and begins with the Suggested Capital listed, then is reset to that 
amount each month. The percentage returns shown reflect the inclusion of commissions, fees, slippage, 
and the cost of the system; giving what we believe to be the most complete view of system performance 
available. 

Here’s a glimpse of what an equity curve looks like highlighting backtesting, forward testing, and live 
trading using the different shades of color for the ExePi21CrudeCL system. 



 

(Disclaimer: Hypothetical Model Account Performance) 

 

Are the systems diversified? 

The systems run on over 40 markets spanning different countries and asset classes, with everything 

from Euro Bunds to Corn to the emini S&P futures. The iSystems platform allows you to study, compare, 

and choose from many different trading strategies to create a diversified portfolio with various 

developers, markets, and strategies. Such trading of a portfolio of uncorrelated trading strategies can 

help reduce risk and potentially lower drawdowns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Technology behind iSystems 

Is the technology reliable? 

iSystems has spent years to insure the fastest and most fair execution available. Every trade is sent to 

the exchange via a direct connection, and sent in random order to assure no one account gets preferred 

treatment. Once a trade is filled, clients can see the best, worst, and average price received across all 

accounts trading each strategy, and how much that fill differed from the strategy ‘fill price’, what we call 

slippage. The mission of the iSystems platform is to insure the performance you receive in your account 

over a representative period of time matches the performance you see on the platform. 

How are the system executed? 

iSystems technology sends orders direct to the various futures exchanges within milliseconds after a 

trading system has generated a signal, running the trading algorithms on the same servers as the order 

routing technology to remove the latency which comes from building charts or running system code on 

a remote machine which then must transmit orders to another machine. 

Where are the systems hosted? 

The iSystems platform runs all of the automated trading systems available on the platform on its servers 

in house. By requiring that developers send their trading system code into iSystems, all of the problems 

with the code running on the developers’ machines are removed (poor backup facilities, manual 

overrides, the potential for constant changing of the code, and so on). 

What does it really mean to fully automate? 

Automated means it runs automatically, without the need for you to be glued to the computer so as to 

not miss any trade setups or exit points. The trading strategies are programmed to react to price 

movements and place orders to enter and exit as needed. All you need to do is open your account and 

activate a strategy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Technical Guide to iSystems 

 

How do I unlock and license a system? 

1. Each trading system on the iSystems platform is “locked” upon first logging onto the platform. 

A “locked” system is displayed with a padlock icon as highlighted below, and means the user has not yet 

licensed the rights to trade that system.  

 

 
 

 

2. Once you chooses a system you wish to trade, you first “purchase” a license to that system by clicking 

on the locked icon and selecting ‘Buy License’. The “purchase” of a license is nothing more than agreeing 

to an ongoing periodic cost (usually monthly) ($160/mo in this example)  

 

 



a. Upon clicking the button listing the price per month to purchase the license, a confirmation ‘pop-up’ 

appears confirming the details of the purchase for you, and authorizing Optimus Futures FCM to pay the 

lease fee out of the customer account upon receiving an invoice for the fees payable. 

  

b. All of the licenses purchased and active for your account can be viewed by you under the 

‘MySystems/Licenses’ screen. 

How do I enable Live Trading? 

Once you unlocked a system, a “plus sign” icon appears. Clicking on that icon allows you to “Activate the 

Strategy” for LIVE trading. 

 

 
 

 

a. A strategy can also be “Activated” from the system performance page 

 

 
 

4. Upon activating a system – you can adjust the ‘Multiplier’, which will multiply the number of contracts 

traded by that amount. For example, if the chosen system trades 2 contracts per signal and the chosen 



multiplier is 4, then 8 contracts (2* 4) will be taken per signal. 

 

 

 
 

 

5. You can view all of their ‘Active’ system by visiting the ‘My Systems’ area, and filtering the list to show 

‘active’ systems. 

 

6. You can view any pending orders submitted by the system(s) they have chosen, open positions, and 

P/L of open and closed trades via the ‘Systems’, ‘Fills’, and ‘Orders’ pages. 

 

 
7. At any time, and from any page listing systems – you can choose to stop trading a system, by clicking 

‘Stop Strategy’ 

 

 
 



a. Clicking ‘Stop Strategy’ will bring up a confirmation ‘pop-up’ which will ask you how you wish to exit 

any open positions (exit at market immediately, exit on the next system signal, or exit at the end of the 

day) 

What is buying power? 

Each system has a ‘Required Capital’ amount that is needed in the account in order to activate and 

continue trading that system 

 

9. If your account balance > required minimum*# of contracts, then the platform allows activation. 

 

10. If your account balance < required minimum * # of contracts, the activation is not allowed. 

 

 
 

11. For multiple system activations – the amount of required minimum for each system is ‘held’ against 

the account by the platform; in effect reducing the amount of ‘cash’ the account has to activate more 

systems. 

 

12. Upon an account’s balance falling below the sum of all active system’s required minimums * the 

number of contracts selected, the platform will automatically de-activate systems until the total 

required minimum falls below the account balance, starting with the system or additional contract most 

recently added, then the next most recently added, and so on. 

 

13. If the account balance remains greater than the sum of all required minimums * the number of 

contracts, the account remains active on those systems and trading signals will be sent for the account. 

 

14. While the account must have the “Required Minimum” in order to trade each system, the 

‘Suggested Minimum’ is listed as a courtesy. We suggest an account balance 5 to 20 times higher than 

the required minimum outlined above in order for clients to endure losing periods. The required 

minimum is designed to cover the worst possible loss in any one day, while the suggested minimum is 

designed to cover any extended losing periods. 

How do I review the Performance of each system? 

The listed monthly P/L for each system is ‘clickable’ within the performance report, bringing up the day 

by day profit or loss for each specific month, allowing a reviewer or auditor to verify the daily signal 



results equal the listed monthly total, and in turn the annual totals, and resulting stats. 

 

 

 
 

16. For further detail, you can click on the ‘Trade Log’, to see the specific trade prices (‘Hypo Fill Price’) 

which were generated by the system to result in the specific session’s profit or loss. These trade prices 

can also be downloaded to an excel file via the excel icon at the bottom left, for quick calculations from 

points earned/lost to dollars earned/lost. 

 

 
 

17. For trades done on actual accounts – even more detail is provided, including the ‘Average’ fill price 



for each system and trade across all TradingMotion users (across all brokers and FCMs). The best and 

worst price achieved across all customers is provided so clients and reviewers can test whether a client 

is repeatedly the worst fill. The slippage, or difference between the Hypo Fill price and ‘Average’ price is 

also listed, in points. And again, all the data can be downloaded to a spreadsheet. 

 

18. To review and reconcile actual performance as seen on the your monthly statements with what is 

shown on the TradingMotion platform, you can view the ‘Performance’ tab to see the daily profit and 

loss per market, per system, and overall on any timeframe. 

 

 

 
 

 

19. When selecting a specific month, the daily profit and loss across all systems and months is shown 

under ‘My P/L’, with the total P/L given (in this example, $5,865.17) reconciling to the total futures 

profit/loss on your monthly statement (with any differences being due to small differences in currency 

conversions, as disclosed) 

 

 



 

a. ‘My P/L’ will list the USD converted daily profit/loss, while a total in each currency will be listed at the 

bottom of the table for any trading done in Euros via Eurex. 

20. The ‘Performance’ tab also shows how a client has performed (‘My P/L’) in relation to the system 

(‘Hypo P/L’) for cases when the client had the system active for the entire day (‘Trading Diff’) and for 

cases when the client started or stopped the system during the day (‘Start/Stop Diff’), also listing the 

number of ‘Start/Stops’ per day. 

 

21. Clicking on any of the start/stop numbers listed for each day will pull up a log of what actions the 

user took in deviating from the system (i.e. close open position, stop system, reactivate) 

 

 

(Disclaimer: Hypothetical Model Account Performance) 


